
Hello Dear Colleagues and friends ,My AFRALO Community.

As a follow up in Chokri's nomination and let me tell you that I gladly accept this nomination
to the post of AFRALO Secretary with the aim of helping move AFRALO forward and
defending the end user of our continent.

Thanks for this nomination and all those who immediately placed their trust in my modest
person from the proposal, in order to allow me to deserve this challenge.

This very fraternal gesture boosted me and I would like to assure you here of my
availability, my will and my know-how in order to make my modest contribution in favor
of the development of our RALO .

For the record, I joined ICANN in 2013 and the AFRALO family in 2014, I regularly
contributed to the debate and I also learned a lot, now is the time to put these
experiences and my strategy at the service of the community by running for the second
term..

I am equally involved in policy, technical and stakeholder engagements in Chad  on a wide
array of ICT subjects such as data protection, internet access, internet governance,
cybersecurity ,digital inclusion, online child protection, digital community Capacity building..
I have 7 years experiences of managing the Secretariat of Internet Governance Forum
in Chad (IGF Chad ).
For 2 years iam founder and coordinator of Chad IG School (TdSIG).
As you already know, I am an active member of AFRALO and the At-Large community
and the first contact of my ALS HOUSE OF AFRICA and active in other Internet Foras.
Iam participating in several working groups
.
Iam ICT engineer ,Social entrepreneur and independent consultant .

I speak French, English, Arabic and some basic notions in Spanish.
this will make a contribution for our secretariat in order to better serve our community
with more diversity and new energy.
I have contributed to the Internet ecosystem in Chad, Africa by organizing / participating
in several events.

If elected for the AFRALO Secretary  for one more term, I shall work collaboratively with
others to
ensure that the interests of the Internet community are met.

Once again, I count on your kind support to serve at AFRALO Secretariat.

In addition, included here, a link to my At-large
SOI will provide more about my active
engagements.https://community.icann.org/display/atlarge/Abdeldjalil+Bachar+Bong+SOI
My social medias account:

https://community.icann.org/display/atlarge/Abdeldjalil+Bachar+Bong+SOI


https://www.linkedin.com/in/bacharbong/
Twitter: @BacharBong
Facebook: @BacharBong

Thank you in advance for your support, your confidence and your consideration.
Abdeldjalil Bachar Bong


